The standard solution for user authentication on the Web is to establish a TLS-based secure channel in server authenticated mode and run a protocol on top of TLS where the user enters a password in an HTML form. However, as many studies point out, the average Internet user is unable to identify the server based on a X.509 certificate so that impersonation attacks (e.g., phishing) are feasible. We tackle this problem by proposing a protocol that allows the user to identify the server based on human perceptible authenticators (e.g., picture, voice). We prove the security of this protocol by refining the game-based security model of Bellare and Rogaway and present a proof of concept implementation.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
The World Wide Web has grown and become a fundamental technology of the information society whereby the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. browser plays an indispensable function both as the user's interface to access the rich world of Web-based services and provider of security tools in order for safeguarding a honest perception of the Web. This constrains the design of applications and security protocols to TLS, HTTP and higher order protocols, such as AJAX, AFLEX or SOAP. We call protocols realizable within the constraints of commodity Web browsers browser-based protocols.
An immediate need on the Web is to authenticate users and permit access to services or private information. A widely adopted approach is to use TLS in server authenticated mode and execute a protocol on top of TLS whereby the user enters a password in a Web form. A folklore belief is that the user is able to authenticate the server through a X.509 certificate. Recent studies point out however that average-skilled Internet users understand neither server certificates nor browsers' security indicators [17, 37, 25] . Users are overstrained by the verification procedure and tend to ignore browser's warnings; in fact, they evaluate Web sites on the basis of non-technical indicators (e.g., brands, logos). This ceremony 1 provides a wrong sense of security. An adversary may fake the site and disclose the user's password ("phishing attacks").
Apart from the user, an alternative problem is the X.509 public key infrastructure for server authentication. Various Certification Authorities (CAs) have stored their root certificates in browsers and are thus trusted per se. Although CAs may considerably differ in their issuing policies browsers equally treat the certificates. Adversaries may exploit weak issuing policies, retrieve certificates for rogue servers, and do a lot of harm (e.g., [21] ).
In addition to that, the browser remains a potential point of attack. The browser is partly controllable by a remote party, using the facets of Web languages. An adversary is capable of sending queries that alter the internal state of the browser or reveal temporary connection information, including access to the browser's user interface (chrome), cache, cookies, history and has led to several vulnerabilities in browser-based protocols (e.g., [29, 22, 35] ).
Our Contribution
We solve the above problems by presenting a technique that explicitly considers the user and the browser as protocol participants, and ties the user's authentication to the TLS secure channel. We relieve the user from the responsibility of authenticating the server by mediating the roles of authentication between the user, browser and server.
We first make the server identify the browser on the basis of client certificates. This step ensures that the server establishes a secure channel to the browser, however does not authenticate the user. In order to prove its identity to the user, the server sends a human perceptible authenticator (e.g., personal picture, voice recording). The user has to recognize the authenticator; verification of server certificates (and the underlying public key infrastructure) and any security indicator (e.g., URL, padlock) is irrelevant. Finally, the user authenticates to the server, using a password. We call the technique Browser-based Mutual Authentication (BBMA). Using BBMA has the following advantages over previous browser-based protocols:
1. BBMA provides user-aware authentication which takes into account human skills. BBMA reduces the security of browser-based protocols to the assumption that users are capable of identifying human perceptible authenticators-as they are used to do in the physical world where identities are provided in an easily recognizable fashion. Based on results of human authentication protocols [16, 38, 26, 15] , visual authenticators are appealing; however, BBMA is flexible in the choice of authenticators. TLS in client authentication mode, by contrast, ensures browser-aware server authentication. In this context browser-aware authentication means that the browser authenticates whenever the server certificate is valid. This is especially true for rogue servers using valid certificates. Client certificates prevent the adversary from the impersonation of the browser; they do not prevent that a user discloses sensitive information requested by such rogue servers, as the browser indicates an authenticated communication.
2. We prove BBMA secure in the refined model for authentication due to Bellare and Rogaway [7] . The refinements concern partitioning of the client entity into user and browser entities, since both entities are active participants of browser-based protocols and target of different attacks. This requires to formulate the user and browser behavior. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first browser-based protocol that has been formally analyzed in the model.
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. BBMA is flexible. The protocol fits into the standard TLS specification since the human perceptible authenticator and the password are exchanged as HTML payloads over the secure TLS channel. We have implemented the protocol [32] in a proof of concept. The implementation comprises an online registration protocol where the user may setup client certificates for different browsers in a user-convenient way. That is, we do not need client certificates to be issued by a trusted CA. They may be self-signed. The server has to store the hash value of the public key as a unique cryptographic identifier of the browser.
The use of both client certificates and passwords in BBMA may seem redundant at first glance, since the methods are commonly regarded as orthogonal mechanisms to authenticate the user. We stress the fact that a client certificate only authenticates the browser. It rules out the ability to distinguish between multiple users, having access to the browser. Moreover, some business models require a fine-grained access control where the user is permitted to sign on different accounts (e.g., online banking). Using passwords in addition to client certificates (instead of multiple client certificates) is a design solution for ease of use that complies with requirements of browser-based protocols and is provably secure in our model.
Related Work
Browser-based authentication protocols originate from H-TTP Basic Authentication [20] which has been a standard tool to authenticate users for static Web pages. With the advent of dynamic Web page generation, it proved more useful to deliver the password to the scripting language as the value of an HTML form input field.
Another, independent line of development are passwordbased authenticated key exchange protocols (PAKE). Bellovin and Merritt [10] , Bellare et al. [6, 9] , Boyko et al. [11] , and McKenzie [11, 30] proposed various PAKE structures that have been augmented to provide resiliency against offline dictionary attacks [27] and to provide forward secrecy under various assumptions [12, 13, 2, 28] . Later Abdalla and Pointcheval [3] proposed SPAKE a simplified PAKE structure that provides more flexibility in the choice of groups. Steiner et al. [36] and Abdalla et al. [1] have shown that PAKE structures may be incorporated into the TLS protocol framework and proposed provably secure ciphersuites for password-based authenticated key exchange.
The analysis of these PAKE protocols has in common that protocol participants are assumed to be machines that are able to strictly obey the protocol specification. From this follows a model for authentication that idealizes the user and browser. Such a model does not thoroughly reflect the Web where ordinary Internet users are involved in the protocol and browsers naively trust certificates that origin from any pre-installed authority. The model presented in this paper relaxes these assumptions in a way that neither a trusted CA exists nor the user understands the meaning of public key infrastructures. Under these assumptions PAKE protocols are vulnerable to attacks where the adversary simply mimics the password dialog. In order to thwart such attacks, BBMA makes use of passwords and client secret keys. Then, impersonation of the user without compromising the client secret is infeasible, even if the adversary has revealed the password.
So far, few browser-based protocols have been subject to rigorous security analysis: Kormann and Rubin [29] show that Microsoft's .NET passport, a Web-based realization of the Kerberos protocol for single sign on, is susceptible to attacks where the adversary steals the ticket granting ticket cookie. Groß [22] analyzes SAML, an alternative single sign on protocol, and shows that the protocol is vulnerable to adaptive attacks where the adversary intercepts the authentication token contained in the URL. Soghoian and Jakobsson [35] investigate the SiteKey-protocol that displays a previously negotiated image in addition to password forms in order to signal that the user is connected to the benign server.
The authors show the feasibility of stealing the shared secret that is stored in a cookie.
By contrast, BBMA has formal security arguments and is provably secure in a revised version of the standard model for authentication due to Bellare and Rogaway. The model takes into account that the adversary controls the network and may circumvent the browser's same origin policy (see Section 2.1) in order to corrupt weak identifiers, such as cookies. BBMA uses cryptographically strong bindings, i.e., client certificates that are ineffected by breaches of the same origin policy security.
Groß et al. prove in [24] the security of WS-Federation passive Requestor Profile-a browser-based protocol for federated identity management. The proof is carried out in the browser model [23] that is build on the Reactive Simulatability framework due to Pfitzmann and Waidner [31] . The model abstracts away the TLS-protected channel through an ideal functionality that captures the same cryptographic task and presupposes ideal users who are able to identify servers based on certificates. There exists no soundness proof that TLS is simulatable and realizes such functionality, especially with respect to the user behavior. BBMA takes explicitly into account the TLS protocol and is shown to be provably secure in the Random Oracle Model when instantiated with the key transport ciphersuite in server authentication mode.
Organization
The remaining sections are structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the formal security model for browserbased authentication protocols. We describe BBMA in a high level description of TLS and prove that it is secure in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss variants of realizing BBMA. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
MODELING BROWSER-BASED MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION (BBMA)
In this section we refine the original security model for mutual authentication from [7] according to our idea on partitioning the client party into the entities representing the participating user and browser. Similar to [7] we consider an active probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary who interacts with involved parties through queries and controls all the communication.
Communication Model
Protocol Participants and Long-Lived Keys
We consider the server S, the browser B, and the human user U as participants of a BBMA protocol Π. Furthermore, by C we denote the client given by a pair (U, B). According to our refinement and contrary to the current cryptographic literature, we explicitly model the user as a stand-alone entity. We start from scratch and make the weakest security assumptions to represent a practical setting namely that U is security-unaware and B supports standard techniques of commodity Web browsers.
The human user U is modeled as a probabilistic machine with "very limited" computational capabilities. Intuitively, it is clear that human users are not able to perform the same computations as browser and server. More specifically, we assume that human users are unable to perform cryptographic operations, but may recognize high-entropy data if it is in a human-recognizable form and may output low-entropy passwords. More technically, we assume that U holds a long-lived key LLU ∈ {0, 1} p 1 (κ) which is typically some set of pairs that consists of a human-memorable password pw ∈ D and a human perceptible authenticator (HPA) w ∈ W. Here and in the following p i : N → N, i ∈ [1, 5] is a polynomial, κ ∈ N is a security parameter and D, W are dictionaries.
The browser B is modeled as a PPT machine that exchanges protocol messages with S through physical communication links and interacts with U, using various visualization techniques and user input (e.g., via HTML forms). We assume that B holds a high-entropy long-lived secret LL B ∈ {0, 1} p 2 (κ) . Typically, LL B consists of a private key sk B for which B maintains the corresponding public key certificate. The server S is modeled in a classical way namely as a PPT machine with the long-lived key LLS ∈ {0, 1}
which usually consists of the own private key and further secrets shared with U and B. We model the communication flow from B to U through an abstract channel whose input is interfaced to the visualization function render and output is interfaced to the human perception function recognize. We also assume that there is a channel allowing U to provide inputs to B running on the user's device, i.e., through common interfaces such as keyboards, mice, touch-screens, etc. In the following we specify the relationship between the functions render and recognize. In its simplest form, we could model the user as a deterministic Turing machine that waits for a certain, high-entropy input (the authenticator), and then outputs a low-entropy secret (the password). By using the render and recognize functions, we are able to express a more complex behavior of the user.
Modeling Browser Message Processing via render-Function
The browser plays the role of a messenger and translates the messages from user and server, however, is unaware of the semantic meaning: It takes a message m ∈ M from the message space M ∈ {0, 1} λ 1 (κ) (the space of all HTML documents) that the server S wishes to send to user U and presents the information according to the browser's state Ψ ∈ {0, 1} λ 2 (κ) to U as a Web page. Here and in the following,
] is a polynomial. State Ψ denotes the browser's configuration for processing the retrieved message that may be altered by querying the browser's DOM 2 model. Loosely speaking, the DOM model describes the browser's tree-based view of a Web page and defines access to document nodes, browser and connection information through Web scripting languages (e.g., Javascript). The same origin security policy which is universally supported in browsers controls access to the nodes and ensures that there is no information retrieval between pages that have different domains, including access to the browser's chrome, cache, cookies, and history. Access to any ephemeral and longterm secrets which are stored in separated containers, or the ability to open, create or delete a file from the operating system, are subject to different security policies which normally involve user interaction.
B communicates to U calling the visualization function render : M × Ψ → M * . More precisely, whenever B wishes to communicate a protocol message m to U it calls render, which takes m and current browser's state Ψ as input and outputs the appropriate visualization m * to U.
Modeling User Behavior via recognizeFunction
The overall goal of browser-based authentication protocols is to provide mutual authentication between the entity user U and the entity server S. Since the user is involved in the protocol execution, we need to formulate the behavior. The necessity for modeling the user behavior is due to the fact that the adversary may mount attacks that target the user.
Devising a rigorous model that captures user behavior clearly raises various issues, both technical and philosophical. For instance, which human abilities can we model? Should we restrict the user behavior to certain skills, say perceive certain objects. If so, how can we model the quality of skills? Do users behave "correctly" in the sense that they always behave in the same way? The problem becomes even more intricate when one wishes to quantify the behavior. This work takes a rather simplistic approach. We assume that the user is able to recognize the high-entropy HPA w and remembers a low-entropy password pw.
The communication between B and U is established in a consistent way across through the human perception function recognize : 
By W * ⊆ W we denote the subset of all HPAs which are human-indistinguishable to some w ∈ W.
Obviously, the goal is to opt for authenticators that are appropriate for most of the users. When a user chooses an authenticator, she must be able to distinguish the authenticator from an authenticator selected by the adversary. To determine appropriate authenticators, user experiments have to be conducted. An interesting topic of future work would be to consider the robustness of authenticators in order to model users' fuzziness. Consider the following example. Let w be an authenticator that consists of an image, and let w * be the same image, but marginally compressed. Some users would be able to distinguish w * and w whereas some would fail. Many metrics exist that allow for scaling the meaning of "some" and quantify the similarity for different types of human perceptible authenticators (e.g., watermarked images, biometric identification). Using such metrics is an interesting challenge, since it allows to refine the assumptions on user behavior.
Protocol Sessions and Instances
In order to model participation of C = (U, B) and S in distinct executions of the same BBMA protocol Π we consider instances [C, sidC] and [S, sidS ] where sidC, sidS ∈ N are respective session identifiers. If sid C = sid S then we assume that both instances belong to the same session, and say the instances are partnered. Note that in our protocol sidC and sidS will be given by the concatenation of random nonces exchanged between B and S in the beginning of the protocol. For simplicity, we sometimes omit the indication of the instance and write C and S instead. Whether, C or S denote the actual party or its instance is usually visible from the context.
Execution States
Each instance [C, sidC] and [S, sidS ] may be either used or unused. The instance is considered as unused if it has never been initialized. Each unused instance can be initialized with the corresponding long-lived key. The instance is initialized upon being created. After the initialization the instance is marked as used, and turns into the stand-by state where it waits for an invocation to execute the protocol. Upon receiving such invocation the instance turns into a processing state where it proceeds according to the protocol specification. The instance remains in the processing state until it collects enough information to decide whether the execution was successful or not, and to terminate then. If the execution is successful then we say that the instance accepts before it terminates. The acceptance in case of the client instance [C, sidC] with C = (U, B) is implied by the acceptance of the user U regardless of the state of the browser B, as U is the ultimate endpoint of the communication and controls the browser. In case that the execution was not successful (due to failures) instances terminate without accepting, i.e., they abort. Note that the client instance aborts whenever the user or the browser aborts.
Security Model
Assumptions
The adversary A controls all communication between the protocol parties. This implies:
-The adversary controls the domain name resolution.
Upon sending forged domain resolution responses, the adversary is capable of foiling browsers' same origin policy, thus accessing through the DOM model the browser's chrome, cache, cookies, and history. However, the adversary is prevented from opening, creating or deleting a file from the operating system. Since the long-term secrets are prevented from caching and part of different security policies, this implies that the adversary is incapable of accessing passwords and HPAs.
-There exists no trusted third party in the sense of a trusted CA. A certified public key in a X.509 server certificate is treated as a public key that can be identified by a unique identifier (i.e., hash value of the public key). Disburden the model from certified public keys captures the fact that (i) the adversary has retrieved from a trusted CA certified public keys for rogue servers such that B accepts the keys without any user notification and (ii) the behavior of users who ignore the certificate validation warnings.
-The adversary is unable to corrupt B. Note that in this model we do not deal with malware 3 attacks against the browser and server, therefore, do not consider the case where A reveals the ephemeral and longterm secrets stored inside B.
-The adversary is unable to corrupt S. Note also that in this model we do not deal with malware attacks against the server. This means that the adversary is excluded from revealing the ephemeral and longterm secrets stored inside S.
-The communication within the client C that is the communication between U and B is not authenticated.
Note that in this model we do not deal with physical attacks against the user; otherwise over-the-shoulder surfers are enabled to see the human perceptible authenticator and the user password.
Adversarial Queries
The adversary A participates in the actual protocol execution via the following queries:
-Execute(C, S): This query models passive attacks. The adversary A eavesdrops the execution of the new protocol session between C and S. A is given the corresponding transcript.
-Invoke(C, S): This is a special query used by an active adversary A to invoke the actual protocol execution. This query is described in detail in the next paragraph.
-Send(P, m): This query models active attacks where A sends a message to some instance of P ∈ {U , B, S}. That is, messages addressed to U are implicitly handled as messages addressed to the associated browser B with the subsequent execution of the render(m, Ψ) function while messages to the server S from U are processed by browser B and then send in a machine-readable form. The information flow in the Send(P, m)-query is implicitly denoted by including the sender and receiver identities in m.
-RevealState(B): This query models attacks which reveal information stored with the browser's state Ψ.
It should be mentioned that corruptions of the browser and server cannot be allowed because of the weakness of the underlying TLS protocols (see Section 3). Such corruptions would immediately compromise all previously executed sessions.
Protocol Execution in the Presence of A
By asking the Execute(C, S) query A obtains the transcript of the complete protocol execution between new instances of C and S without being able to perform any further actions during this execution. We assume that at most q ex such queries can be asked during the attack.
On the other hand, if A wishes to actively participate in the execution of Π then it can ask a special invocation query Invoke(C, S) implying that a new instance of U starts the protocol execution with the new instance of S using the associated instance of browser B. A obtains then the first protocol message returned by B (which is usually generated on some input received from U, e.g., the entered URL). Active participation of A is defined further through at most q s Send queries. We also assume that A can ask at most q in Invoke and qr RevealState queries.
Thus, the total number of queries which can be asked by the PPT adversary during the duration of the attack is upper-bounded by q := q ex + q in + q s + q r .
Correctness and Mutual Authentication in BBMA Protocols
The following definition of correctness specifies the purpose of BBMA protocols. 
Definition 2.2 (Correctness). A BBMA protocol Π is correct if each Execute(C, S) query results in two instances
If two instances [C, sidC] and [S,
sidS ] would accept and terminate without being partnered (sid C = sid S ), then interleaving attacks are feasible.
In the following we define the main security goal of BBMA protocols, namely the requirement of mutual authentication between participating U and S. The maximum probability of this event over all adversaries is denoted Succ
Definition 2.3 (Mutual Authentication). Let Π be a correct BBMA protocol and Game ma Π (A, κ) the interaction between the instances of C = (U, B) and S with a PPT adversary A who is allowed to query
ma Π (A, κ) = max A | Pr[A wins in Game ma Π (A, κ)]|.
We say that a BBMA protocol Π provides mutual authentication if this probability is a negligible function of the security parameter κ.
Recall, the acceptance in case of the client instance [C, sidC] with C = (U, B) is implied by the acceptance of the user U (regardless of the state of B) since U is the ultimate endpoint of the communication and controls the browser. Then, the first requirement ensures that client C authenticates to the matching server S. The second requirement ensures that the server S authenticates to the matching client C.
BBMA PROTOCOL
Building Blocks
TLS Protocol
A main pillar of BBMA is the mutually authenticated key transport. This complies with RSA-based ciphersuites as specified in [4] . These suites are preferentially negotiated between standard browsers and servers. (It is notable that BBMA can be likewise designed for DH-based key exchange.) We write in parenthesis the corresponding TLS messages.
Cryptographic Primitives
In our BBMA protocol we make use of the (well-known) cryptographic primitives used by the cryptographic suites of the TLS protocol, namely:
* . Note that TLS defines PRF with data expansion s.t. it can be used to obtain outputs of a variable length which becomes useful for the key derivation phase. By Adv prf PRF (κ) we denote the maximum advantage over all PPT adversaries in distinguishing the outputs of PRF from those of a random function better than by a random guess. Let l1, l2, l3 and l4 denote the publicly known labels specified in TLS for the instantiation of PRF (see [18, Sect. 5 
]).
• A symmetric encryption scheme which provides indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA). The symmetric encryption operation is denoted Enc and the corresponding decryption operation Dec. By Adv ind−cpa (Enc,Dec) (κ) we denote the maximum advantage over all PPT adversaries in breaking the IND-CPA property of (Enc, Dec) better than by a random guess.
• An IND-CPA secure asymmetric encryption scheme whose encryption operation is denoted E and the corresponding decryption operation D. By Adv
(κ) we denote the maximum advantage over all PPT adversaries in breaking the IND-CPA property of (E, D) better than by a random guess.
• A cryptographic collision-resistant hash function Hash:
Hash (κ) we denote the maximum success probability over all PPT adversaries in finding a collision, i.e., a pair (m, m ) ∈ {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * such that Hash(m) = Hash(m ).
• A digital signature scheme which provides existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA). The signing operation is denoted Sig and the corresponding verification operation V er. We denote the maximum success probability over all PPT adversaries given access to the signing oracle in finding a forgery by Succ
• A message authentication code function HMAC which is believed to satisfy weak unforgeability under chosen message attacks (WUF-CMA) [5] . By Succ wuf −cma HMAC (κ) we denote the maximum success probability over all PPT adversaries given access to the tagging/verification oracle in finding a forgery.
Protocol Description
Before BBMA can be executed, a registration phase is necessary where every party obtains its own long-lived key. Then, the long-lived key LLU consists of the low-entropy password pw and the HPA w which are shared with S. The long-lived key LL B stored in the credential store of the browser B consists of the certified private/public key pair (sk B , cert B ); the corresponding public key pk B is part of the certificate. Finally, the long-lived key LLS consists of the certified private/public key pair (skS , certS ), the password pw and authenticator w. The server maps (pw, w) to cert B in order to select the matching authenticator during the protocol execution. In the following we briefly describe the execution of our BBMA protocol illustrated in Figure 1. 1. Protocol Invocation. The user U initiates the protocol by communicating the server's U RL to the browser B. Upon resolving the corresponding address B chooses a nonce r C of length p 5 (κ) at random and forwards it to S (ClientHello). In response S chooses a random nonce rS and a TLS session identifier sid of length p5(κ) and appends it to the own certificate cert S (ServerHello). We stress that sid chosen by S is not the session identifier sid S used in our security model but a value specified in TLS.
2. Key Material Negotiation. B chooses a pre-master secret kp of length p5(κ) at random and sends it to S encrypted with the received public key pkS (ClientKeyExchange). The pre-master secret k p is used to derive the master secret k m through a pseudo-random function PRF on input (l1, rC|rS ) with kp as the secret seed. This key derivation is performed based on the standard TLS pseudo-random function PRF (see [4, Sect. 5] ). The master secret is then used as secret seed for the instantiation of the pseudo-random function PRF on input (l2, rC|rS ) to derive the session keys (k1, k2) used to encrypt and authenticate session messages exchanged between B and S. TLS specifies the generation of six session keys: A symmetric encryption key, a MAC key, and an IV for block ciphers only (either for client and server). For simplicity, we denote k1 as the encryption key and k2 as the authentication key which are the same for B and S. The browser B also proves possession of the private key sk B by signing the hash h σ C over all previously negotiated messages, i.e., signature σC (ClientVerify).
3. Session Key Confirmation. B confirms the session key generation, i.e., F C is the first message that is authenticated via HMAC computed with k 2 and encrypted via the symmetric encryption scheme computed with k1. FC is computed as output of PRF on input (l3, h1) with km as the secret seed; whereby h1 denotes the hash value computed over all messages previously processed by B (Finished). S verifies σ C , using the public key pk B . Further, S generates k m and derives the session keys (k1, k2) in a similar way. S uses the own session keys (k1, k2) to ensure that it communicates with B through the verification of F C . If the verification fails, S aborts the protocol. Otherwise, it confirms the negotiated session parameters, using PRF on input (l4, h2) with km as secret seed; whereby h2 denotes the hash value over the received messages. The output of PRF is first authenticated via HMAC computed with k 2 and then encrypted via the symmetric encryption scheme computed with k1.
4.
Authenticate to the User. The actual authentication between U and S proceeds in the last communication rounds. S sends authenticator w encrypted with k 1 with the attached message authentication code computed using k 2 . We call the message in a high-level description the HumanAuth message. B communicates the decrypted authenticator to U through execution of the render function which takes as input the authenticator w and state Ψ and outputs the visualization of w named w * . The abstract human perception function recognize is used to model the ability of U to decide whether the authenticator w * matches the original authenticator w which is shared with S after the initialization stage. Upon the successful recognition U communicates the password pw to B and accepts. The browser in turn forwards pw to the server over the established BBMA channel, i.e., authenticated via HMAC computed with k2 and encrypted with k1. We call the response message in a high-level description the HumanResponse message. S accepts upon the successful verification of the received password.
Before we continue with the security analysis we reemphasize the triangular model of authentication in BBMA. When verifying FC, S is sure to deal with B. Then, S resolves cert B to look up for the corresponding authenticator w. If no matching pair (cert B , w) exists, S aborts the protocol; otherwise S proceeds by sending F S . Upon the stage, S knows that it can establish a secure channel with B. When verifying FS , B knows that it can establish a secure channel to S. Upon the stage, the protocol ensures that S and B are able exchange confidential messages. As with TLS in client authentication mode, the channel does not prevent U from contacting a rogue server and disclosing sensitive information. However, when verifying w through the execution of recognize, U is sure to communicate to S through B, since S is the only owner of w apart from U . Upon this stage, the protocol ensures that S is authenticated to U. Finally, when verifying pw, S is sure to deal with the matching client C := (U, B).
Security Analysis
In the following we analyze the security of our BBMA protocol. We recall that the goal of the protocol is to provide mutual authentication between U and S according to Definition 2.3. Although not stated in Theorem 3.1 explicitly, the security proof of BBMA based on the current TLS standard is valid in the Random Oracle Model (ROM) [8] . The reason is that the specification of TLS prescribes the use of the RSA encryption according to PKCS#1 (a.k.a. RSA-OAEP) which in turn is known to provide IND-CPA security in ROM (see [33] for the proof). However, Theorem 3.1 assumes (E, D) to be IND-CPA secure (independent of ROM). Thus, using an encryption scheme whose security holds under standard assumptions would also disburden the current security of BBMA from the strong assumptions of ROM. 
The proof is postponed to Appendix A.
REALIZATION
In our realization of BBMA the TLS protocol is first executed in the bilateral authentication mode to establish a secure channel; then, HumanAuth and HumanResponse are exchanged. Recall, HumanAuth contains the authenticated and encrypted human authenticator whereas HumanResponse contains the authenticated and encrypted user password. Thus, the authenticator and password are protected by the message authentication and encryption mechanisms, using the keys provided by the TLS record layer. The flexibility of choosing the higher order protocol makes this realization especially interesting. Processing and displaying of the authenticator is modular and outsourced to the Web application. This allows to use authenticators that are personally tailored for a user. By personally, we mean the way in which the authenticators are presented to the user. Since technically sophisticated users might opt for classical Web authentication, our realization makes it feasible to downgrade to TLS in server authentication mode only.
We used HTTP over TLS in client authentication mode, executing a stand-alone Web application (in order to avoid cross-site-scripting attacks) that is written in the widely adopted script language PHP. In order to avoid a performance penalty for servers that have a large-scale penetration a TLS accelerator may be used. The protocol consists of two stages. In the register stage the user opts for an image and generates a client certificate as defined in PKCS#10. In the login stage, the image is displayed while the user is requested to enter a password into a Web form. A demonstration is available at [32] .
As with any password-based key exchange protocol, we assume that there is no (active) adversary who intercepts the setup of credentials. (In the setup phase, the protocol is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.). When the user requests the Web site (Fig. 2) , she may opt for registration. (Here the server may already test if a client certificate is present in the browser by sending a CertificateRequest message.) Then, she has to enter an email address, a username and password, and upload an image.
If no client certificate is stored in the browser, the server may trigger the generation of a public key pair and a PKCS-#10 certificate signing request. (For the protocol to work, it would be sufficient that the browser generates a self-signed certificate. However, this is not implemented in modern browsers.) Upon receiving the PKCS#10 request, the server issues a certificate. Since the server is the issuer, no third party is required. The certificate is provided with attributes chosen by the server in order to relieve the user from filling out the (security) parameters. Finally, the server displays a link where the user downloads the client certificate. The client certificate's fingerprint in addition to the credentials are stored in the server's database and used to identify the user in the login stage. The overhead to install the client certificate is minimal. Today's browsers provide an easy-touse interface. For instance, in the current release of Firefox the user has to click a link in order to store the certificate; no more interaction is required.
Upon requesting the login page (Fig. 2) , the server checks that the browser is in possession of a valid client certificate as specified by TLS (CertificateRequest). Then, it displays the corresponding image above the login form (HumanAuth); otherwise, the protocol halts and the user is prevented from seeing the login page (and the authenticator). In order to get access to the site, the user has to enter username and password (HumanResponse). The messages HumanAuth and HumanResponse are authenticated and then encrypted by the TLS record layer. However, TLS-protected messages are secured while in transit on the network; after reception, the message plaintext as recovered by the record layer is forwarded to the browser where it can persist in the cache. In order for preventing the adversary from revealing cache information and disclosing the HPA we set up the server using the HTTP cache-response-directive [20, Sect. 14.9.2] so that the browser avoids caching the HumanAuth message.
CONCLUSION
Authenticating the user on the Web is an essential primitive and target to various attacks. We have introduced and analyzed a browser-based authentication protocol that makes weakest assumptions on users' skills. They have to detect a human perceptible authenticator. The protocol is specifically designed for those users who are securityunaware and used to evaluate Web sites through easy-torecognize indicators. It remains an open question, if indeed all users detect the human perceptible authenticator. This requires to conduct usability experiments that specify the choice of "good" authenticators and keep the human fuzziness low. The presented protocol makes first steps towards bridging the gap between protocols that are provably secure, interfaced to users who are prone to errors, and implementable within the design constraints of standard browsers.
Interesting approaches to make BBMA more lightweight include the automatic generation of self-signed X.509 certificates in the browser or modifications of the mature browser security model that allows for securely handling cookies. Another interesting challenge is a cryptographic compiler that composes browser-based protocols in a general and provably secure sense. A last issue is to model alternative human skills such as the ability to solve human-hard puzzles (e.g., CAPTCHAs). First steps towards a formal treatment of solving such puzzles have been recently made by Canetti, Halevi, and Steiner [14] . then the simulator chooses F S at random instead as com
